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PREFACE

A Broarder Link

The reality of the housing estates in London has faced radical changes in the recent 
years as a consequence of the evolution of the social, economic and political context. 
Complex processes of privatisation, regeneration, stagnation and even removal and 
substitution have affected many social housing in the city; there have been challenges 
but also opportunities for the communities that are involved in these situations, requi-
ring them to take a more proactive approach in order to assure their own resilience and 
improvement.

Bemerton Villages is a large housing estate that may be considered as a very good 
example of the possibilities that an organised community may achieve through their 
self-management and a positive approach towards the opportunities that the evolution 
of the context may offer. Located in between very different areas of the city, Bemerton 
has undergone its own internal regeneration that has run in parallel to the redevelop-
ment of King Cross area. Bemerton’s privileged position is more and more becoming 
an agent of change that partly depends on permeating the physical and social cluste-
red conditions of the estate to the possibilities offered by an open relation with Kings 
Cross and Barnsbury.

One of the main issues brought by the design of the housing estates that somehow 
have followed the model defi ned by modern architecture is the use of the open public 
spaces. Bemerton counts with a considerable stock of open areas, many of which 
may still have a more positive role and articulation. The proposal of requalify some of 
those spaces as an East-West connection between Kings Cross, Barnsbury and Angel 
through Bemerton is a great opportunity to boost the role of this community in the big-
ger area. 

The proximity between a complex reality of Bemerton and Central Saint Martins, one of 
the main European institutions of Arts and Design research and teaching, creates great 
opportunities of collaboration and exchange, where this local community provides with 
a rich range of issues and potentials that the college may explore, unpack and deve-
lop as part of its academic, research and outreach aims. The design process of the 
East-West link has been one of these. During the academic year 2013-14, the Spatial 
Practices programme at Central Saint Martins has focused many of its academic and 
research activities on Bemerton. When the Bemerton Management Organisation asked 
our collaboration in the design of the East-West link, we took it as an opportunity to 
further develop our ongoing researches on the production of public spaces and the 
agency that architectural practice may have on it. A fundamental aim of this collabo-
ration was to explore ways enhance the engagement of the community in the design 
process through a creative approach to the public consultation that is required for this 
kind of interventions.
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The design of the East-West link has been approached as a process composed 
by two interrelated components, the design, implementation and analysis of three 
consultations events and the design of the architectural project. This approach required 
an immersion in the context; rather than working in an offi ce an paying some site visits, 
a group of student from CSM nominated themselves as Be+, a name that summarise 
the potential that the group found in Bemerton, setting a permanent base in the middle 
of the estate in a space provided by the residents’ association. This base, the Be+ 
Lab, was opened to the public, becoming both a place and a tool for a permanent 
consultation and a laboratory for design based on the active engagement with the 
community.

One of our main aims during the design process, based on our design research and 
approach and developed through the consultation, was expanding the scope of the 
East-West link from a passage through the estate to a sequence of interventions in 
the public spaces that would work for the broader community, unleashing the latent 
opportunities that the structure of the common areas at Bemerton may offer.

Oscar Brito, Stage 3 Leader, BA Architecture Spaces and Objects
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Introduction

The purpose of this document is to illustrate how the design development of the East-
West Link has been the outcome of a consultation and research process and the 
collaboration between CSM and Bemerton. The consultations have been directed 
mainly at residents of Bemerton Estate, who live on the site, but efforts have also been 
made to connect with residents and workers who travel through the site and live in 
the surrounding areas, all of whose input and feedback have heavily infl uenced the 
outcome of the design proposal.

We believe that the success of the East –West Link is not only defi ned by its functional 
use as a connecting pathway between King’s Cross and Caledonian Road, but also 
to the extent it satisfi es the needs and desires of Bemerton’s residents as well as its 
external users. We have conceived this project’s potential to extend beyond the scope 
of the original brief; not just pathway but a tool with the potential capacity for opening 
up a socially and economically isolated estate to the recent investment of King’s Cross 
and the opportunities the area present.

INTRODUCTION
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Bemerton CSM relationship

The collaboration between CSM and Bemerton Estate has been helped by the forward 
thinking Tenant Management Organisation. The TMO desires to collaborate, involve 
and benefi t the surrounding community to develop innovative and tailored design 
interventions. The relationship between Central Saint Martins and Bemerton was 
initiated in 2012 when the fi rst project for the organisation was completed. This was the 
conversion of disused garages on Carnoustie Drive to a bike workshop for the charity 
Get More Bikes by a team of 4 CSM students: Aline Caretti, Josephine Elnaugh, Nick 
Woodford and Thomas Abuke. The East West Link is the fi rst major project which will 
use the knowledge and skills resource of students and graduates from CSM providing 
the opportunity to collaborate in a live project set and funded by the TMO at Bemerton 
Estate, resulting in mutual benefi ts.

During the 2013-14 academic year, CSM based the design projects and researches of 
the last year of the architecture course in Bemerton. Students were asked to develop 
a local intelligence to support their design approaches and proposals so to address 
specifi c issues, potentials and narratives of this area. This has provided with a focused 
interest from the students to engage with the design of the East-West link, as well as 
with a substantial preliminary research to underpin this project.

BEMERTON RELATIONSHIP
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TEDDY CRUZ WORKSHOP

Teddy Cruz 

Some members of the CSM design team were involved in a series of research works-
hops coordinated by Teddy Cruz, who was the practitioner in residence at the Spatial 
Practices Programme for 2014-15. Teddy Cruz ethos is one where design and archi-
tecture make a positive change; not just aesthetically to the site and for the living 
standards for users, but also one which the political, social and cultural systems and 
protocols surrounding an architectural intervention. Teddy’s work explore new ways 
of looking at the relationships between design and architecture with communities and 
social/cultural issues. Teddy Cruz is notable for his work Tijuana – San Diego border; 
re-thinking the polarizations of wealth and the formal and informal systems of housing 
and urbanisation.

Working with Teddy, we studied Bemerton Estate and the surrounding area, looking at 
the estate through a critical lens, analysing the existing management systems proto-
cols, modes and levels of resident participation in the community and their relationship 
with the issues and virtues of the site we identifi ed. We have been infl uenced and en-
couraged by Teddy Cruz to look at the future of long-term relationship building between 
Bemerton Estate and Central St Martins through designing modes of activities and 
programmes which utilise and exchange the resources of both. An outcome of Teddy’s 
workshops was the proposal to set a CSM base at Bemerton to develop an immersive 
contextual research and design, which has been implemented with the creation of the 
Be+ Lab
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OUTREACH
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BE+ LAB OUTREACH

Contested Spaces

As part of the outreach scope of Central Saint Martins, the summer degree shows for 
the Spatial Practice programme were complemented with a series of public events 
called ‘Contested Spaces’, including a series of open discussions about urban poli-
cies and the production of public space. To complement the consultation process, 
the students took part in a round table discussion event on ‘Participation / Tokenism’ 
where the Be+ team initiated a debate with a presentation on their ongoing experience 
on promoting the engagement of Bemerton’s residents in the design of the East West 
link.  The issues raised by the students questioned the methods of consultation and 
how much of it is real participatory design; what genuine participation really means, 
the extent to which the architect is responsible and what the pitfalls are of the current 
system of participatory design and consultation in architecture practice.
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BE+ LAB OUTREACH
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Be+ lab

Part of the aims of this project was to promote a meaningful relation of the designers 
with the context of intervention. One of the strategies that was discussed in the 
Teddy Cruz’s workshop was to set-up a base at Bemerton so to enable a permanent 
engagement between the designers and the stakeholders. The Bemerton resident’s 
association kindly provided with an unused space under Perth Tower central to the 
site and in the middle of Bemerton Estate, enable Central Saint Martins team to set 
up Be+ Lab as an embedded design and consultation offer. This experimental practice 
operated an open door policy much like designers in residence. 

The Be+ Lab enables live research into social, economic and political aspects of 
community life to generate design interventions. It focuses on the reconsideration 
of participatory practices, in the delivery of design solutions for the public realm by 
understanding and interpreting the ideas of the community, engaging in a meaningful 
way. 

Situating the Be+ Lab specifi cally within Perth house on the East West link allowed 
displaying the process of the design development to people passing through. This 
central location enables residents and non-residents to pop in easily, provide their 
knowledge of the area and give feedback on our design developments. We use the 
Be+ lab as a tool to display our design progress (further enabling us to discuss ideas 
better as a team and with the residents). The Be+ lab is a platform between the 
residents and the TMO where they can directly voice their design opinions. This space 
also allows us to collaborative and exchange ideas effectively. By being immersed in 
the Bemerton community, we were able to activate the spaces local to the Be+ Lab by 
introducing interventions such as a ping pong table, picnic benches, children’s activities 
and mock up installation of the East West Link. 

BE+ LAB
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 Materials break down

 PROJECT PRO FORMA

 Date

 Proponent name

 Schedule

 Target audience

                                 Proposal
 Budget break down

Sheet No Time

 Project title

 Description

 Intended outcome

Interviewee Date of birth Adress

Comments

PROJECT  FEEDBACK

Date 

Interviewer

Sheet No Time

Project title 

How do you feel about this event?

Do you have some ideas about how this space could be used or improved?

Excited Indifferent Confused

Would you like to have more events in this  space?
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Strategy/ Structure of consultation

In order to deeply ground the East-West Link project into its social context, we deve-
loped a phased consultation and participation process that will feed the design process. 
We structured engagement of the residents and stakeholders by organising three major 
events: an initial consultation at Easter, a presentation at the Bemerton Tenant Mana-
gement Organisation (TMO) board meeting and a community event at Bemerton.

CONSULTATION STRUCTURE
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Consultation 1: Immersive Consultation.

Preamble
The objective of this consultation was to start engaging designers and residents in the 
discussions of the issues and potentials related to the East West Link, the current state 
of the public spaces in the estate and the issues and potentials that the forthcoming 
intervention may arise. For us it was important to get information on how the space is 
used currently, what their grievances and praises of the space were, what the space 
in its current state means to those who actually live at Bemerton as well as what the 
future of the interventions could bring to them.  There was a strategic approach to this 
initial consultation in order to have as many people involved and to enable productive 
discussions that would provide with an insight to underpin the development of the de-
sign. 

We started by giving the process and our involvement a name that would be enticing 
that would be related to the context and the aspirations that this project and the consul-
tation should arise, therefore we choose Be+. In order to promote a more better identity 
of this process we developed a graphic identity for the Be+, that we used in all the ma-
terial and announcements related to it, including banners and pins that would identify 
the Be+ team and that were given to the public engaged in the consultation as a gift. 
We emphasised promoting a sense of generosity and welcoming towards the residents, 
providing drinks, snacks and Be+ pins but, mainly, demonstrating our eagerness to 
listen and understand their point of view, engaging in balanced conversations. 

EASTER 
CONSULTATION
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EASTER CONSULTATION

We devised some inductive tools to introduce the consultation and induce the dialogue 
about the perception and use of the public spaces involved in the East West Link, inclu-
ding:

1. Inductive Invite.
2. Collective Mapping.
3. Graphic conversational questionnaire.

Collective Invite

The consultation was triggered by the distribution of an invitation that was a short in-
ductive questionnaire in itself, asking residents to tag a plan of the estate indicating:

1. Pattern of usage and fl ow, indicating their most frequently used route through the 
estate.

2. Qualitative perception of the public spaces of the estate, indicating their most and 
least favourite places on it and providing with brief explanations.

The frist consultation consultation as based on Perth house…
The outcome of this was…

Collective Mapping

We produced a big, banner size representation of Bemerton estate where the partici-
pants to the consultation overlaid, using strings and pins, their patterns of use, most 
and least favourite places so to create a complex, collective mapping that triggered 
some conversations, promoting refl ections about residents use and perception of the 
public spaces.

Graphic Conversational Questionnaire

We produced a selection of views of the public spaces on the East-West Link, overlaid 
with transparent acetate that allow annotations to be made by the different participant 
on top of the images about the issues and potentials that they see in those spaces. We 
then moved the discussion using a selection of images of well known public spaces 
around London, such as Southbank and Granary Square, to promote a creative,  aspi-
rational take on how some of the good qualities from these spaces would be potentially 
implemented at the Bemerton.
We collected the outcome of these questionnaires and the conversation we had with 
the residents during the fi rst consultation and used them to approach the development 
of the initial proposals of the design of the East-West Link.
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CONSULTATION STRATEGY
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CONSULTATION TOOLS
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CONSULTATION PICTURES

v
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CONSULTATION OUTCOME
Design/precedent proposed at the Consultation (1, 2 or 3)

Design response from Be+ team

The design should be
able to show the cultural
diversity of the 
community

The design of the square followed a lighting scheme that could allow for artist 
projects involving the community and the Bemerton tenant management organisa-
tion. The square then becomes a place rather than a transitional space. 
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Design response from Be+ team

The square becomes both a space of relaxation and play. The benches become a 
platform where kinds can play and seat. The platform is open and less evidently a 
bench to avoid attracting unwated behaviour.
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The benches on Perth House 
playground don’t invite to play.
The only exciting object is the 
hollow trunk...

?
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Design/precedent proposed at the Consultation (1, 2 or 3)

Design response from Be+ team

We would like to see how 
the square comes together
with the lighting and ramp 
modifications

The ramp opens up the views to Perth house. The square has a series of benches 
with integrated lighting that precede the semi-pedestrianization of the road.
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The wooden arcade creates a welcoming and clear entrance to the Bemerton Estate. 
With integrated light it also frames the next stop along the walk, the square. The 
backgardens could also have wooden modular fencing to replicate this atmosphere.
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Design/precedent proposed at the Consultation (1, 2 or 3)

Design response from Be+ team

E-W Link is badly lit, feels unsafe 
and unwelcoming, kids throw 
things off the balcony over the E-W 
link entrance off carnoustie drive. 
The worst part is the alley along 
the back of the gardens nearest 
pembroke street...
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The square along the walk is been thought as a space to share time with other 
people, which provides natural survelliance as well as a convivial space to stay. This 
is reinforced by the large benches which work both as seating or as tables to share.

We should be able to stay 
outdoors while seating 
and having a coffee in a 
common table.
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The transition between the main spaces is paved by a continuous surface that 
changes shape in order to bring attention to the spaces inside Bemerton, so is not 
only a place to walk trough but also a place to stay.

better lit path, better permeability,
more efforts to make a route
pleasant to walk through and
welcoming to outsiders 
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The West entrance was widened to allow for easier circulation, as well as 
reconsidering the materiality of the backgarden fences. We proposed making this 
elements horizontal so they become modular and can be easily maintained.

Could the West entrance 
to the Link be improved by
dealing with the fencing to 
make it more like an entrance
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BOARD 
MEETING

Consolidating Ideas

Based on the outcome from the fi rst consultation we developed a design strategy 
based on the following principles:

• The East-West is not just a path, is a promenade through a series of public space 
within an around Bemerton.

• The East-West Link should be an opportunity to trigger a process of consolidation 
and re-qualifi cation of the public spaces of Bemerton.

• 
The design proposal for the East-West Link at Bemerton is composed by some thema-
tic entities that work together as a cohesive whole:

• The Promenade, the main route articulating a sequence of spaces in the East-
West Link at Bemerton, to be characterised and enhanced in its material and 
visual quality and identity.

• The Gateways, transforming the current entrance and thresholds, currently repre-
senting an issue to the permeability of the estate, into inductive spatial structures 
and arrangements that would be more inviting both for the residents and the 
pedestrian using the East-West Link.

• The Square: re-qualifying the one of the key spaces in the Promenade, a sort of 
cross road that has the potential to become a public place that would promote the 
interaction between the residents and passers-by.

• The Gardens, improving the landscape quality, permeability and use of the green 
spaces directly connected to the East-West Link.
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Based on this strategy, Be+ team develop different design proposals and options, sup-
ported by a research on relevant precedents. 

MODELLED OPTIONS
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MODELLED OPTIONS
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GRAPHIC PANELS
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GRAPHIC PANELS
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GRAPHIC PANELS

These spaces provide sites of 
intervention where the local memory of the
state can be illustrated

The lighting strategy would be embeded in
the architectural elemtns like bike racks
and seating

Element 2 : Interactive surfaces

Element 3 : lighting

Element 1 : seating

Seating could surround the trees to provide spaces for socialization, rest and views.

Seating that becomes a platform for 
interaction and resting by joining the
differet trees

Seating embeded in the steps

The saqure as a space for events
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Option 1 : Path extension

Bench : Seatings and flower beds to use and develop in the courtyard

Backyard fence : gradation of opacity

Backyard fence : change in rhythm of 
boards

Option 2 : Smooth connection

Option 3 : Passage opening up

Bench : Seatings and flower beds to use and develop in the courtyard around the trees

Backyard fences : change in opacity
permeability

Play with hard and soft surfaces to 
merge path and garden

Combination of ramp and steps

Backyard fences : gradation of opacity for vertical fences

GRAPHIC PANELS
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DESIGN OPTIONS
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CONSULTATION OUTCOME
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FUN 
FAIR

Testing the Water_ Consultation 3

After the board meeting we iterated our proposals according to the discussion and 
developed ideas to be able to create a series of options for the identifi ed sites.  We 
then created the third consultation. We set up a series of installations at the Bermer-
ton Summer Fayre to show the Bemerton community (residents and passersby) the 
designs we had reiterated after the TMO board meeting. An exhibition was also set up 
outside the lab with illustrations and models to display the different options for the East 
West Link. We had engaging conversations with residents and non-residents that help 
us to further refi ne our proposal. 
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CONSULTATION STRATEGY

  

  

BOUNCY CASTLE  
 

FACEPAINTING 
 

SUMMER FAYRE GAMES  
 

EAST WEST LINK CONSULTATION WITH  

CENTRAL ST MARTINS ARCHITECT  

STUDENTS 
 

SUMMER CAFÉ WITH COFFEE, TEA & CAKE 
 

TABLE TENNIS  
 

CARD, DOMINOS, DARTS & BOWLS  
 

MEET LOCAL COMMUNITY GROUPS 

COME ALONG & GET INVOLVED  

If you’d like to get involved to help make the day hap-
pen, please do get in touch. You could have a stall to 
promote your group or organisa on, volunteer to 
facepaint, make teas and coffees or organise a game.  

Please contact Anna at the TMO office on 
02076098959 
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23rd July 2014 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dear Residents, 
 
We are working on improving the East west link between Carnoustie Drive along Stranraer 
Way to Pembroke Street.  
 
We would like you to join us at the Bemerton Summer Fayre this Saturday (between 1pm-
5pm) to give us your opinions on our design progress so far. 
 
This is an opportunity for you to get involved in creative consultation with us. We want your 
help to decide which design options are most liked.  
 
All the best, 
 
Bemerton+ architecture team 
 

 
A visualisation looking west of how the square along Stranraer Way and the side of Perth House could look  
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TESTING THROUGH PROVOCATIONS
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DESIGN PANEL
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CONSULTATION STRATEGY
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EVENT PICTURES
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The pathway should be 
widened so that people 
can pass each other. 
Especially mothers with 
prams...

The design needs to 
show that this is the main 
entrance into the estate... FEEDBACK

There is a clear need to widen the pathway at this point. Many 
people mentioned not being able to pass there especially with 
regards to mothers with prams and children with pushbikes during 
the day. 
The design will need to reflect that this is the main entrance into 
the West side of the estate. It was also suggested that the 
East-West Link should be extended from the KX development 
right through to Freeling St, therefore this should be left open as 
an option for future developments.

PASSAGE OPENING UP

In this option the fences are removed 
and the pathway is widened at the 
West entrance to the estate. It is 
connected to the lower level and West 
courtyard using steps which extend 
around the edge of the path.
The pathway and green spaces are 
interlinked through the use of paving so 
that activity may spread out into the 
courtyard.
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A modular system 
could be replaced 
more easily and create 
a sense of 
ownership...

Gateways could be 
incorporated into the 
fences to encourage 
outdoor activities...

FEEDBACK

The main concerns surrounding the square were regarding any 
negative behaviour which it might attract, such as drinking or 
sleeping in this area. This will need to be factored into the final 
proposal.
In addition to this residents felt that pedestrianising the carpark 
may slow cars down and let the children play in a safer 
environment.
A community wall where the young people could express 
themselves here was also suggested.

FEEDBACK

Incorporating gateways into the fencing might encourage more 
residents to use the West couryards which are currently much 
quieter than Perth Green. If the pathway is widened then these 
gateways should not cause a disruption to people passing by.

This modular system would be easily replacable and 
maintainable. It was suggested that the fences should be high 
enough so that residents retain privacy in their gardens.

The seating in the 
square would be great, 
however it might attract 
anti-social behaviour...

WALKING STEPS AND INTEGRATED 
SEATING

Here, the fences surrounding the 
square are replaced with steps so that 
the user can continue an uninterrupted 
journey across the change in levels. 
The carpark adjacent to the square 
could be pedestrianised (for resident 
parking only) to form an extension of 
the East-West Link.
Seating placed around the trees will 
allow the square to act as a quiet 
outdoor space in which to stop and 
take a break.

STRANREAR WAY FENCING

This modular fencing system would 
consist of four types of cladding which 
are slotted in to a frame and can be 
easily replaced. Using four types of 
fence means that the design will 
remain consistence but does not have 
to be perfectly uniform. 
This type of fencing could be continued 
across other parts of the estate and will 
create a vertical language which forms 
part of the East-West Link.

There should not be 
seats in dark 
places....

The carpark should be 
designed in favour of 
pedestrians so that the 
cars slow down.
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The materials should be 
durable and responsibly 
sourced. Timber might 
not last...

The design should 
allow a clear path 
through the estate...

ENTRANCE AND FRAMING

This option frames the new entrance to 
the Jean Stokes Community Centre 
along with the entrance tunnel on 
Freeling St. The frame extends out 
from the estate facade to invite people 
in and create a canopy over the ramp. 
This style of vertical cladding would be 
echoed at other points throughout the 
E-W Link to create a sense of 
continuity.

FEEDBACK

The concept of framing the entrance and connecting this to the 
new Jean Stokes extension was very popular. This option was 
also favoured for creating a clear landmark and route through the 
estate. One of the main concerns raised was regarding the use of 
timber as it may not be resilient enough and would require extra 
maintenance work to remain in good condition.

Another aspect of this proposal would be to integrate lighting into 
the design so that it can generate an inviting atmosphere. The 
idea of low-level lighting incorporated into the cladding received a 
positive response.

A clear pathway would be 
good for elderly people 
who can’t see as well...

Would be willing to give 
up front garden if there is 
a guarantee of a garden 
at the back...

The path should 
be lit at night...

FEEDBACK

This option was preferred for a number of reasons, for example it 
would; extend the green spaces, be suitable for prams and 
prevent mopeds driving through. One concern is that the pathway 
should be suitable for people who cannot see well. This option 
may be the most appropriate as the change in paving stands out.
In terms of the front gardens, a modular system would allow the 
residents to take ownership of their gardens if they choose to.
According to one resident lighting on the pathway would only 
directly affect the ground floor kitchens and therefore would be 
unlikely to cause an issue. This is useful as lighting the pathway 
was a key agenda for many people with relation to the safety, 
navigation and atmosphere of the estate.

PATHWAY DISSOLVING TO THE 
GREEN

Here, the paving is intertwined with the 
green spaces so that the pathway 
flows into the surrounding areas.
The front gardens could either be
removed to widen the pathway, or a 
modular system could be introduced so 
that residents could decide to keep 
their garden or swap it for a larger back 
garden. This way pocket spaces can 
form in the resulting spaces.
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Insecurity

Vandalism
Antisocial
 Behaviour Dark underpasses

Wasted 
Concrete Space

Shameful

unwelcoming

unsafe

Spatial 
Configuration  Lack of LightingLack of 

Communication

Lack of

 

Interaction

Existing 
Issues

Entrances to 
the LinkFences

Narrow Paths

Courtyards 
to Reconsider

Ever Changing 
Tenants

Lack of Activities 
for Kids

Flowerbeds

Allotments

Catalyst for 
Socialization

Improvement of 
Green Spaces

Communal 
Gardening

Development of 
Kids Spaces

Emerging 
Opportunities

Community Activities

Commercial 
Activities
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